Solar Thermal Case Study

Large Commercial Solar Thermal Projects
Overview
Two sample solar thermal projects designed, engineered and installed by Southern Energy Management
Global Apparel Company – Winston-Salem, NC
In 2008, a leading apparel company with corporate headquarters in Winston-Salem, invested in a solar thermal
system and a solar PV system, both engineered and installed by Southern Energy Management. The 28-collector
will supply clean, renewable energy that will primarily be used to heat water in the building’s employee cafeteria,
reducing natural gas consumed by 50-60% and providing protection against future price volatility.
Technology Company – Triangle region, NC
A Triangle-based company recently invested in a solar water heating system, which includes 24 collectors installed
on a six-story existing office building. The system will supply clean, renewable energy that will primarily be used to
heat water in the building’s employee cafeteria, reducing natural gas used for water heating by 50 percent. The
solar collectors will also provide protection against future price volatility while eliminating about 14.5 tons of carbon
dioxide annually.

Applications and Uses
Large-scale commercial solar thermal systems have a variety of applications and uses, particularly in facilities
where food, showers or beds are used. The most common include: hotels, cafeterias, restaurants, dormitories,
laundries, gyms, pools, industrial plants with steam processes and dialysis centers. Commercial solar thermal
projects are usually set up as pre-heat applications for the building’s existing water heating system or hot water
loop.
Solar thermal systems can also be used for heating pools. In general these installations are less expensivebecause no storage is required- and they offer a similar return on investment.

Installation Costs
Large commercial solar thermal systems may be as small as 15 collectors. The upper size limit is dependent on the
demand for hot water. Solar thermal is not infinitely scalable in the same way as photovoltaics, which can be sized
based simply on available space (because of the ability to sell excess production onto the electric grid). A well
designed, engineered and properly sized solar thermal system can meet up to 60% of a building’s hot water heating
needs. Because daily water usage fluctuates throughout the day and seasonally, engineers do not design solar
thermal systems to meet 100% of total or maximum hot water demand.
The estimated cost for large, turn-key solar thermal projects ranges from $3,600-$4,000 per collector. For example,
a twenty-six collector system for a cafeteria would cost approximately $93,600 - $104,000 at today’s market prices.
One of the biggest factors affecting cost is the type of roof at the building site. If the collectors can be mounted flat
to a pitched, composite shingle (residential type) roof, the cost is lower. For flat commercial roofs, the collectors
must be installed on commercial mechanical equipment curbs, requiring additional materials and labor.
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The height of a commercial structure also impacts the cost. Taller buildings, more than two stories may require
additional pumps to circulate fluid, extra piping, the use of a crane to lift materials to the roof and additional labor.
For drain-back systems, this also means larger drain back modules to hold additional fluid.

Tax Benefits and Investment Return
While energy savings, monthly utility savings and long-term value of a solar system are important, the attractive
financial payback on solar thermal is primarily driven by state and federal tax incentives, which include tax credits
and accelerated depreciation. The current incentives allow the owner of a system to recover approximately 70% of
the cost of the system over the first five years. Assuming the owner has the tax liability to fully utilize these
incentives, solar thermal projects have a 5 to 6 year payback in North Carolina. Optimum water usage patterns or
utility incentive programs and federal grants can decrease the payback to 3 to 4 years. For more information on
solar tax incentives see www.dsireusa.org.

Energy and Cost Savings
Energy produced and used can be estimated based on demand schedule, amount of storage and the efficiency of
the building’s primary water heating system. Energy savings can then be projected using current utility rates and a
realistic projected rate of increase in utility prices (called an escalation rate).
Example: 26-collector

Electric

Natural Gas

System cost

$104,000

$104,000

Utility rate

$.07/kWh

$1.35/therm

90%

60%

Solar energy produced

80,012 kWh/yr

2,730 therms

Actual energy saved (solar energy / efficiency of system):

88,902 kWh/yr

4,550 therms

Total $ savings (year 1):

$6,223

$6,143

Net tax benefits:

$72,800

$72,800

Year 4

Year 4

Efficiency of existing system*

Payback:**

* based on ACEEE data- http://www.aceee.org/consumerguide/waterheating.htm
**using a 5% utility escalation rate for electricity and a 9% rate for natural gas

Energy Produced
A 4’ x 10’ solar thermal collector (total aperture of 40 ft2) will produce 8-11 MMBTU (million BTUs) per year*.
However, consumption patterns and amount of storage can impact how much of this energy can be used. Solar
panels produce the most energy from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The energy produced is stored in a commercial hot water
tank until it is needed. While water is the best thermal storage medium, an average size commercial tank (120 gal)
will lose one degree in average temperature for every hour it is not provided BTUs. A qualified solar installer will
take all of these variables into account when designing financial models and properly sizing and designing a system
to meet hot water usage patterns for optimum performance.

*based on the rating of the Alternate Energy Technology AE‐40 collector (certification #100‐2002‐001F) by the Solar Rating
Certification Council (www.solar‐rating.org), adjusted for North Carolina meteorological data (http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov).
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Project Feasibility Variables
Use of hot water:


Ideal project has predictable, regular hot water
consumption

Roof type:


Flat roof: special mounting equipment required to install
the panels at an angle, added cost



Pitched roof: less equipment/labor required for shingled,
residential style roof

Tax liability: since so much of the payback is wrapped up in tax
incentives, a business or organization should be sure that the
owner is able to utilize the tax benefits, which reduce the cost of
the system approximately 70%.
Installation site: there are a number of site factors that can
affect the feasibility of an installation, such as the type and age of
a roof, shading issues due to trees on site or mechanical
equipment on the roof, and the ability to both locate adequate
storage near to and tie into the building’s hot water heating
system.
Ideal site conditions include:


At least 4 full hours of sun on the collectors



Minimal shading from trees, adjacent structures or roofmounted mechanical equipment



Ability to face collectors to within 30 to 45 degrees west or east of due south

Expected Life
Solar thermal systems have a design life of 20-25 years, and sometimes higher in the case of several
manufacturers. This is a mature technology that has been deployed,
refined and improved for close to a century.

Maintenance Costs
Solar thermal system owners should consider a yearly maintenance
check. Maintenance costs are minimal and don’t impact ROI, but are
critical to ensuring the long-term optimum performance of a solar system. The most important maintenance needs
consist of checking collector fluid levels and testing for pH to ensure an adequate balance of water to glycol. Other
maintenance needs are no different from any other commercial hydronic systems: piping, pumps and tempering
valves need to be inspected for wear and tear.
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Warranty
Most major manufacturers’ collectors carry a 10 year warranty. Other component parts usually carry 1 to 5 year
warranties, depending on the type of component and manufacturer. Make sure your solar installer warranties labor.

Industry Certifications
Equipment:
The Solar Rating Certification Council (SRCC) provides third party, ANSI-approved testing for solar thermal
collectors. These ratings are the industry’s best guarantee that a collector’s performance has been reviewed and
verified. SRCC certification is required for NC solar tax credit eligibility.
Solar Installer:
NC Building Code requires that all solar thermal installations be performed by a licensed commercial plumber. The
North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners also offers a nationally recognized solar thermal certification
program. (More info: www.nclicensing.org)

Technical Overview
Major components
Collectors: collectors utilize a glycol solution flowing through copper tubes attached to fins to collect heat energy
from the sun.
Storage tank: after the energy is collected, it is stored until needed in a commercial hot water storage tank.
Pumps: a system usually has at least two pumps- one to circulate glycol solution through the collectors, and
another to circulate hot water from the storage tank(s) to the end-use in the building (usually the primary hot water
heater).
Controls: a digital controller with sensors determines when the pumps run. It is programmed to activate the pumps
when the collectors are hot and the tank is cold.
Freeze and over-temperature protection: properly installed systems have insulation on all piping, and the system
will also be designed for freeze and over-temperature protection.

Solar Thermal Definitions
Drain-back system: uses gravity and water-glycol solution as the heat transfer fluid in the solar loop; the solar fluid
“drains back” to the storage tank to prevent freezing or overheating. These systems are more common and costeffective for many NC applications.
Pressurized system: Water-glycol solution stays in collectors at all times. Pumps circulate heat from collectors to
tank. This type of system may be used when a drainback design is not feasible due to building height or layout. The
water-glycol solution ensures freeze protection. Over-temperature protection is accomplished by storage size,
controls and system design.
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